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A Borderlands Crucible:
Chinese Transnational Communities in the
Time of the Mexican Revolution
By Grace Pena Delgado
Dr. Grace Pena Delgado is an assistant professor in the Chicano and Latino
Studies Department at the California State University, Long Beach. She is
currently writing a book about the Chinese transnational communities at the
U.S.-Mexico border during the time of exclusion.

In the year that the Mexican Revolution jarred dictator
Porfirio Diaz from his 34-year reign (porfiriato), Mexico's neighbors
to the north were suddenly confronted with the mass migration of
people fleeing the ravages of social upheaval in the countryside.
Beginning in I 910, the devastation of ongoing fighting fomented by
political factionalism drove over 350,000 Mexicans across the border
and into the United States. 1 Each year, the revolution propelled a
mass influx of immigrants north, especially in the early years of
turmoil when the exodus of Mexicans was especially high.
Demographer Julio Duran Ochoa estimated that between 1910 and
1912, more than 210,000 Mexicans entered the United States. 2 By
1920, the Mexican-born population living in the United States
swelled to 478,000 from just over 103,000 in 1910-a substantial
increase almost entirely attributable to revolutionary out-migration. 3
So constant was the stream of Mexican immigrants entering border
cities from the interior states of Jalisco, Guanajuato, and Michoacan
that the total border population increased by 2 million residents
between 1910 and 1920.4
The tide of Mexicans north, even in the face of restriction isl
policy passed in 1917, persisted almost unimpeded. Enduring the
severity of a literacy test, a head tax of $8.00, sanitation baths and a
medical examination imposed by the Immigration Act of 1917, the
vast majority of Mexicans traversing north still entered the United
States. Instead of actively seeking to curb the influx of Mexicans,
U.S. employers welcomed them as a source of cheap, tractable labor
ripe for a boon in agribusiness and industrial labor in the Midwest. 5
Mexican labor continued to migrate north in the United States al
significant rates; restricting the movements of people between

4
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borders was aimed at preventing the passage of Chinese into the
United States. 6 As smuggling persisted, state controls to re-establish
national sovereignty along the U.S.-Mexico border intensified with
the purpose of closing the border to transnational crossings of
Chinese immigrants from Sonora into Arizona. Regardless the influx
of Mexicans into the American Southwest in the first half of the 20th
century, nativist movements continued to seek an end to Chinese
immigration into the United States.
In response to restriction, two distinct Chinese communities
emerged, straddling the Arizona-Sonora borderlands. It soon became
clear that the political activity of enforcing immigration laws not only
closed national boundaries, but the manner in which exclusion was
imposed between Arizona and Sonora fundamentally shaped the
making of Chinese ethnic identities in the region. Although they
shared a common history of emigration that was rooted in the midi 9th-century diaspora into the Western Hemisphere, the Chinese
communities that settled along the Arizona-Sonora borderlands
formed distinct enclaves that engaged in little transnational exchange.
ince the turn of the 20th century, cross-border interactions among
the borderlands Chinese remained quite limited, and the two
respective settlements carved out an ethnic space for themselves from
their daily interactions among a Mexican majority population living
along the Arizona-Sonora borderlands. Each community of Chinese
expressed their own identities within the confines of two separate
enclaves: one distinctly southern Arizonan and the other reflecting the
qualities of northern Sonoran society .
Nonetheless, the mosaic of division between Chinese
borderland settlers along Arizona and Sonora began to give way in
the first decade after revolutionary struggle in Mexico. As Chinese in
Tucson continued to strive toward cultural integration in the Old
Pueblo during the 1920s, a fervent search for a national identity away
from foreign influence in Mexico shortened the integration time of
Chinese in Sonora. Although both communities attempted to
acculturate in the larger society, the Chinese of Tucson achieved
greater social integration. However, the acculturation process of
Tucson Chinese was not a simple story of unabashed Americanism
sweeping up yet another group of immigrants. Rather, the makings of
a Chinese Tucson identity were rooted in the complexities of civil

5

strife that ensued after the Mexican Revolution and the enforcement
of American exclusion laws at the international border. These two
aspects of border life fundamentally contoured Chinese Tucson
ethnicity, one that emerged from transnational processes in a
Mexican-dominated region. 7
By 1911, a dramatic increase in the Chinese population in
Sonora alarmed many Mexican citizens and officials. With U.S. port
cities closed, the western Mexican port cities of Guaymas, Acapulco,
Salina Cruz, and Manzanillo became repositories for thousands of
Chinese seeking either to settle in Mexico or to enter the United
States. Reportedly, at the end of the porfiriato, more than 35,000
Chinese had arrived in Mexico and greater than half had illegally
entered the United States. Although the number of Chinese entering
Mexico was based more on a feeling of irrational fear than an
outcome of scientific measurement, the Chinese were the secondlargest foreign-born population in Mexico (next to the Spanish) by
1910.8 Over the span of eight years, the Chinese population in Sonora
grew from 3,165 to 4,400. 9 Beyond their numbers, the Chinese
dominated the mercantile and grocery business in Sonora by 1910.
U.S. consular agent George Wiswall noted that in the Sonoran mining
town of Cananea, more than half the Chinese population engaged in
mercantilism. Of the estimated 1,500 to 2,000 Chinese residents in
Cananea, between 800 and 900 Chinese considered themselves
merchants. 10
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This is a business card advertising the shoe factory of Tung, Lung, Chung.
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these services. Courtesy of the National Archives and Record Administration, Pacific
Region.
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Possessing a strong entrepreneurial acumen, Sonoran
Chinese became the target of economic nationalism at a time when a
distinct Mexican identity valuing persons of mixed Spanish and
Indian blood spawned a brand of nativism that placed the Chinese
under violent attacks from those asserting the new revolutionary ethos
of mestizaje. Economic nationalism, not economic accomplishment,
shifted the meaning of citizenship and the trajectory of settlement for
the Chinese of Sonora. Regardless of their dominance and control of
the grocery and mercantile business, growing numbers of Sonoran
Chinese immigrated into southern Arizona during the months
following the revolution. According to one account, 73 emigres
originating from the interior of Sonora boarded trains to San
Francisco for their eventual deportation to China. 11 Outside the racial
coda espoused by Mexican radicals, the onset of the revolution
produced an expanding context for understanding the making of
transnational
Chinese communities
at the Arizona-Sonora
borderlands.
Enforcing Borders Amid Revolutionary Violence

Set between the revolutionary ideology of mestizaje that
resulted in the frequent exodus of Sonoran Chinese after the
revolution, the forces of ethnicity revealed the extent by which the
harsh realities of exclusion at the U.S.-Mexican border affected both
communities. Beginning in 1911, responses by U.S. immigration
authorities to the influx of Chinese crossing into southern Arizona
ignited a crucible of political furor that fundamentally contoured the
ethnic identities of Chinese on both sides of the border. Border
officials attempted to impede the legal entry of two distinct groups of
Chinese: those fleeing revolutionary violence and those intending to
be smuggled into the U.S. Increased monitoring of Tucson Chinese
by border patrol officials persisted after Sonoran Chinese, no longer
wanting to be subjected to continuous harassment or direct violence,
fled into southern Arizona. Caught between the violent factionalism
in Mexico on the one hand, and the increased surveillance by the
border patrol in southern Arizona on the other, transnational identity
was fo~ged in the struggle to enforce immigration exclusion laws. The
movements of Chinese across the border during the time of the
Mexican Revolution were of great concern to the United States.

7

....
It would only be a matter of a few months after the outbreak
of the Mexican Revolution, however, before Sonoran Chinese flocked
into the Arizona border region. Southern Arizona newspaper accounts
headlined reports that "Chinamen in Sonora, Feel Effect of Race
Hatred" and "feared for their lives." 12 Six Chinese, two captured in
Lochiel and four near Nogales, fled Sonora where Tucson
immigration officials held them for a deportation hearing. So strong is
the popular feeling in Mexico against the Chinese that emigres
"consider[ed] their lives unsafe [in Sonora] and are now flocking to
13
the United States."
A few months before this incident, seven
Chinese who expressed apprehension about staying in Mexico in the
midst of revolutionary fighting, fled to near the border towns ofNaco
and Lewis Springs. Brought into the Tucson office for processing by
inspectors Frank W. Heath and Jeff Milton, the men, some reportedly
able to speak broken English, feared that if they stayed on the
Mexican side of the border, "their lives would be taken as a reward
14
for their temerity." After a year ofrevolutionary struggle, more than
1,300 Chinese left Sonora-many
flooding into southern Arizona
seeking refuge from violence and fearing for their lives. 15

These were not exaggerated fears. Only one month before
the seven Chinese men were caught on the Arizona line,
revolutionary violence and revelry claimed the lives of 303 Chinese
and five Japanese in Torreon. Located on the southern portion of
Coahuila, two border states to the east of Sonora, Torreon had been
an essential strategic port of transportation and commerce for antiDiaz forces to secure. On May 15, 1911, followers of revolutionary
leader Francisco Madero (maderistas) claimed Torreon, but in doing
so committed one of the most savage acts of violence against the
Chinese. Within a span of two days, the maderistas slaughtered half
the city's Chinese community in an orgy of chaos, brutality and
savagery. In a report to Chinese minister Chang Yin Tang in
Washington chronicling the heinous actions of the rebels, the law
firm of Wilfley and Bassett described the massacre as an "act of race
hatred ... executed with savage ferocity." 16 Wilfley and Bassett
detailed the manner in which soldiers of the revolutionary army
murdered unsuspecting Chinese:
In one instance the head of a Chinaman was severed from
his body and thrown from the window into the street. In
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another instance a soldier took a little boy by the heels and
battered his brains out against a lamp post. In many
instances ropes were tied to the bodies of the Chinamen
and they were dragged through the streets by men on
horseback. In another instance a Chinaman was pulled to
pieces in the street by horses hitched to his arms and legs. 17
Witnesses of the massacre noted that just before the incident,
speeches incited the crowd against all foreigners in Mexico, but the
Chinese were of particular focus. 18 Upon completing their report,
Wilfley and Bassett estimated the property damage at Torreon to be
just under $1 million. 19 The massacre at Torreon did nol hinder
aggression against the Chinese, but rather the unfortunate event
seemed to spur on more acts of willful violence. After the first year of
the revolution, 324 Chinese were killed and surviving family
members made several claims for compensation of damaged
property. 20 In northwest Mexico, organized movements against the
Chinese severely hindered their integration into border society. These
campaigns were especially pernicious in Sonora during the height of
revolutionary struggle. As the overthrow of the porfiriato brought
disaffected groups into political power in Mexico, latent resentment
of foreigner incursion manifested itself in violent acts against the
Chinese. From 1913 onward, social persecution of Chinese
intensified, as assaults on Chinese by Mexican rebels became a
common occurrence. Fourteen Mexican rebels assaulted and robbed
more than 20 Chinese in separate incidents and killed half of them.
Yaqui Indians also pillaged the Chinese in Sonora, killing two
Chinese and banishing 15 others. 21
As the revolution wore on, so did the random killing of
Chinese. In Cananea, anti-foreign sentiment led to violence. Leaders
of the Women's Union ofCananea, an organization of miners' wives,
denounced the Chinese, in a series of speeches given at a political
rally. Led by these women, a crowd of 500 destroyed Chinese stores
in the immediate vicinity. As police watched, the crowd stoned, beat
and robbed Chinese launderers. 22 Such violence spurred more illegal
entries into southern Arizona, which created a culture of surveillance,
especially in Tucson. Armed with cameras and ledgers of local
residents, border patrol agents thoroughly monitored the actions and
daily routines of Tucson Chinese. To avoid harassment and the threat
9
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of deportation, Tucson Chinese continued to establish clear and
visible patterns of residency and work. While U.S. officials
reconsidered the manner in which they patrolled borders, their
solution-heightened
surveillance-ultimately
accelerated
the
integration of Chinese in the Old Pueblo. In this way, the struggle to
enforce immigration laws along Arizona-Sonora borderlands shaped
Chinese ethnicity.
In 19 I 1, the Immigration Service, under the Department of
Labor, created a mounted guard to patrol the Mexican border and
23
prevent illegal entries. Although the force never exceeded 75 men,
officials kept a watchful eye for any political events that may have
pushed Mexican Chinese to the other side. With the Sonoran north
becoming a hotbed of revolutionary action, an increasing number of
Chinese fled into southern Arizona, as they had become the usual
targets of marauding rebels. Besides Sonoran Chinese fleeing the
ideological ravages of revolutionary Mexico, Chinese emigres
continued to traverse through northern Sonora. Assistant Chief of
Police Jim Davis of Tombstone arrested four Chinese men, "skulking
the streets at the hour when ghosts stalk around." Already an area of
heightened surveillance not only by immigration inspectors but also
by local police officials, Chinese were quickly labeled as "suspicious
and unwelcome invaders" and subject to the vigilant eyes of local law
enforcement officials. 24
Nobody was perhaps more at the center of these border
activities than Clifford Alan Perkins. Perkins, assigned to the border
patrol's Chinese Division, joined the ranks of the Immigration
Service in Tucson only one month after the outbreak of the
revolution. At the age of 22, Perkins began his career with the
Immigration Service believing that the warm climate of the southwest
would do his suspected case of tuberculosis some good. 25 Although
Perkins was anxious to begin working, his first employer was the
U.S. Postal Service in El Paso in 1908. "Nobody seemed to be
interested in hiring an inexperienced, nineteen-year old semi-invalid,
at least until I applied at the post office," remarked Perkins. 26 But
with monotonous and time-consuming work, little time for socializing
and even less spending money, Perkins "popped off one day about
being sick and tired of [his] job to May Brick, a middle-aged
spinster" and fellow postal employee. 27 Perkins recalled the Brick's
10
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reaction: [She] "looked [me] up and down and said, 'If I were a
young man your age ... I'd get a job with the Immigration Service."'
Brick continued to inform Perkins, who admitted he had never heard
of the Immigration Service, that the job dealt with immigration,
exclusion, deportation and expulsion of aliens. The postal worker also
indicated to Perkins that inspectors earned a starting salary twice the
amount of his current wage. "That was enough for me," proclaimed
an eager Perkins, who, 14 months later, found himself stationed in
Tucson-a town he later described as "some sort of jumping-off spot
to oblivion." 28
Perkins' assignment as Chinese inspector began under
inspector-in-charge Alfred E. Burnett, who headed a team of nine
immigrant inspectors, one Chinese inspector, a Chinese interpreter,
two male clerks, a matron and six guards. Although Perkins' primary
responsibility was to inspect all westbound Southern Pacific
passenger and freight trains, especially those arriving from Nogales,
Sonora, he was also called up to do horseback duty "with the least
amount of notice, or sleep." As the newest and youngest appointee in
Tucson, Perkins had fantastic expectations that his job would be
"exciting, possibly dangerous and eventually an open sesame to the
mysteries of the Orient." 29 Far from meeting these expectations,
Perkins and the immigration inspectors instead covered Tucson and
its surrounding countryside for 50 miles, in 12- to 15-hour shifts,
seven days a week, alternating days and nights. Over a span of two
weeks, Perkins and his cohorts inspected each train and each car
destined for the United States in search of smuggled Chinese. 30 In
addition, the inspectors facilitated the detention and deportation of
Chinese picked up by officers in the Arizona border towns of
Nogales, Naco and Douglas.
With a watchful eye over the Chinese communities in
southern Arizona, immigration inspectors paid particular attention to
the activities of Chinese in Tucson. Consequently, the border patrol
made routine stops at Chinese-owned businesses and places of
gathering. Perkins and his partners frequented long-suspected
sanctuaries for contraband Chinese-the vegetable gardens at Fort
Lowell-because
of their remote location. Checking on the truck
farmers required a thorough inspection of their chock chees
[certificates of residence] and verification of information contained
11
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...
on their papers. "They looked much alike in the harsh glare,"
commented Perkins, "and unless we knew them, we had to examine
their papers and check them against a loose-leaf record we took with .
us showing the names and types of documents carried by Chinese
residing or working in every establishment in town." 31
An essential factor in the success of border-patrol
surveillance of the Tucson Chinese community was the amount of
information the agency had collected about the daily activities and
interactions of these individuals. The record books of the border
patrol, Perkins asserted, "were locally prepared for the convenience
of the Tucson inspectors." 32 Perkins admitted that the catalogue of
activities of Tucson Chinese was not information gathered because of
an agency directive, but rather "were logical lists to maintain of
persons with whom we were in continuous contact." 33 Inspectors,
however, went beyond the reason of their "logical lists" when they
solicited Mexicans living in northern Sonora to take photographs of
suspected illegal Chinese. For a while the service hired Mexicans in
Nogales, Sonora, to photograph Chinese on their entry by train from
the south and, if possible, to take pictures of new arrivals living in
34
Nogales. These photographs circulated between Tucson and other
border immigration offices throughout southern Arizona.
Photographing the Chinese extended into Tucson as well.
Immigration authorities, in the years following the outbreak of the
Mexican Revolution, also arranged to have pictures taken in Tucson
of persons suspected of illegal entry from Mexico. 35 It was little
wonder, then, that the photographs taken of the Chinese in Tucson
"were sent to ports and agents on the border for referral to residents
and officials in or near Mexico." 36 Agents usually deported the
Chinese back to China, because there was no way to control attempts
at reentry frequently aided by the Chinese Six Companies. 37 Although
highly ineffective in preventing the illegal entry of emigres into the
United States, operations at the Chinese Division in Tucson spurred
Chinese to continue establishing visible and clear residential ties and
patterns of work in the border city.
As the Chinese established permanence in Tucson, border
officials sharpened their skills of surveillance and honed their
knowledge of bureaucratic procedures. To this end, the Chinese
12
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Division set forth seminal guidelines that would serve as the basis to
enforce immigration violations for the next few decades. The training
of inspectors was of primary concern to chief border officials, and
consequently, agents underwent rigorous examination about the
legalities of enforcing exclusion laws. Forty-six questions tested
agents' ability to filter through the many complex scenarios that arose
at the border. 38 These questions ranged from queries about the seven
39
excluded classes to the points of entry on the Canadian-U.S. border.
More rigorous questioning aimed at preventing the entry of Chinese
was captured in the following scenarios:
A Chinese woman marries a native-born Chinaman, in
Mexico. Should she be examined under the Immigration
Laws. [sic]
A father comes to the U.S. and is naturalized. Has wife and
minor child in country from whence he came, the latter
having been born before the father's naturalization. Are the
children citizens of the US at the time of their arrival here.
[sic]
What facts are to be included in the report of
Commissioners of Immigration, or Inspectors in Charge, to
the Collector of Customs when a U.S. Attorney is
requested to institute proceedings for the recovery of
prescribed penalties, or to undertake criminal prosecution
ofan alleged offender against the Immigration laws. [sic]4°
To uncover such complexities, the Chinese Division in
Tucson adopted stringent measures and methods of questioning
suspected aliens that at times involved material evidence. In one such
case, Acting Chinese inspector Frank W. Heath of the Tucson
Division interrogated Law Yoke Who, a miner arrested in Naco,
Arizona, for illegal entry. The statements, filtered through Chinese
interpreter Lee Park Lin, revealed that Who had inadvertently entered
the United States from just outside Cananea, Sonora. Putting up no
front, Who admitted that he crossed "with no intention of coming into
the United States, but [was] arrested on [his] way to Pilares, Mexico
to work in the mines." 41 But the miner's story of naivete suffered
when inspector Heath discovered that Who had been carrying a paper
13
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with instructions on how to proceed to certain places in the United
States. Who received the paper from Lee Cheong Quai in Cananoa.
"He just gave me that paper," proclaimed Who, "and I never had any
intention of going to the United States, but somehow it was with
some of my papers when arrested." 42 To ensure that Who did not .
again attempt entry into the United States, border officials kept
consistent with the practice of deporting alien Chinese to Chinaregardless of alleged residency in Mexico. Who was subsequently
deported to China.
By the time agents mastered the skills of surveillance, the
Chinese in Tucson had firmly secured their status not only as settlers,
but also as a community of individuals that would readily embrace
many aspects of border life in southern Arizona. As small-scale
merchants and grocers of Tucson, the Chinese carved out a place for
themselves within a developing border economy. In this way, the
Chinese successfully adapted to Tucson daily life and occupied
economic niches that reinforced their own kin relations and, most
importantly, did not compete or displace white or Mexican workers.

Mestizaje, Merchants, and Marriage
A search for a distinct Mexican identity that valued persons
of mixed races away from foreign influence spawned a type of
Mexican nativism that placed the Chinese under violent attacks from
those asserting the new revolutionary ethos of mestizaje. Of mixed
Spanish and Indian blood, the radical mestizaje of post-revolutionary
Mexico sought to destroy the most resounding legacy of the
porfiriato-that foreign influence and foreign investment were the
sole means by which liberal economic policies of development could
take hold in Mexico. 43 In step with the revolutionary agenda that
sought agrarian and labor reform, the keepers of Mexico's
Constitution of 1917 stressed educadon, economics and political
nationalism to unify the disparate interests of its revolutionary
classes. 44 The new mestizo class, according to historian Alan Knight,
believed they embodied a consummate revolutionary spirit.
Consequently, the mestizaje acted as the "eternal rebel, the traditional
enemy of the class of pure blood or foreign blood ... and the class
45
which has best understood the just laments of the Indian class."
Repudiating anything or anyone foreign, these revolutionaries forged

14
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a glorious "new Mexico" in the shadow of constant attacks and
violence waged against the Chinese~
Sonoran Chinese, once drawing on the privileges of Mexican
citizenship, became targets of revolutionary economic nationalism at
a time when belonging to the mestizaje, not economic
accomplishment, shifted the meaning of citizenship in Mexico. By
1900, Mexican businessmen in Sonora believed they were unable to
compete equally with Chinese merchants and grocers. Seeking
support for direct action, Chinese merchants were thought to have
established "formidable competition against established merchants"
and developed clever ways to avoid paying taxes. 46 During the
porfiriato, the Chinese received government upstarts and incentives
to which, under the law, Mexican merchants were not entitled. To
heighten the situation even more, the frugal lifestyle of the Chinesehiring family labor, living in store barracks, saving money-helped
reduce the price of their goods, which further incensed Mexican
merchants. 47 And if perceptions that the Chinese out-competed
Mexican merchants engendered hostility, their gradual increases in
population during the initial decades of the 1900s had foreboding
48
consequences for their settlement.

Table 1. Number of Chinese in Northwest Mexico, 1921, 1928,
1930, 1940, and Percent of Chinese in All Mexican States
State
Baja California
Sinaloa
Sonora
Total
Percent of total
Chinese in Mexico

1921
2,971
1,040
3,639
7,640

1928
5,889
2,019
3,758
11,666

1930
3,188
2,127
3,571
8,886

1940
788
283
155
1,226

53.0

48.0

47.0

18.0

Source: Dambourges, "Anti-Chinese Campaigns in Sonora," 203.

In Sonora's capital of Hermosillo, it was reported that by
1924, more than 5,000 Chinese resided in this city of 15,000. 49 Such
numbers alarmed Mexicans and ignited a harsh political response by
Sonora politicians who sought to rid the state of its "Chinese
problem." A wave of violence and direct political action emerged in a
vicious campaign against the Chinese in Sonora. Led by Sonoran
15
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educator and businessman Jose Maria Arana, a cross-class alliance of
Mexican merchants, working-class men and women's revolutionary
associations organized the most pernicious and substantive campaign
against the Chinese beginning in 1916. Asserting that Mexican
businessmen were unable to compete with the Chinese, that the
Chinese were a public health hazard because of their diseases and
disgusting living conditions, and that the Chinese were marrying all
of the fair-skinned Mexican women, Arana and his supporter
founded the basis for the official expulsion of the Chinese in 1931.
After the Mexican Revolution, derision of the Chinese took
on political meaning as Arana emerged as the most articulate of all
Chinese haters in Sonora. Fearing that the future of Sonora would
inevitably land in the hands of the Chinese if Mexican merchants did
not take militant action to prevent such a situation from occurring,
Arana and a group of Mexican businessmen established the
Commercial and Businessman's Group of Magdalena, Sonora, in
February 1916. The organization possessed an anti-foreign ethos
claiming that Mexican youth relocated to the United States because
foreigners seized the best business opportunities in Mexico. Foremost
among these usurpers were the Chinese, who controlled small
businesses, agricultural production, light industry, shoe and clothing
factories and even bakeries 50 • The Chinese, after all, did not employ
Mexican workers in their shops, preferring to use family labor instead
of local labor. Regardless of Chinese accumulation of wealth, the
revolutionary struggle, especially contested in Sonora, drained the
state's resources and severely damaged the communications systems.
To compound matters, disastrous flooding destabilized agricultural
production that caused long-term unemployment for the many
Sonorans. In this time of economic crisis in Sonora, the Chinese were
accused of closing their stores' doors to locals and only accepting
American gold for the payment of goods.

16
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Anti-Chinese propaganda targeted mercantile stores as incubators of
pestilence and disease. Source: Jose Angel Espinoza, El ejemplo de Sonora (Mexico
City: Mexico, 1932).

The Chinese, according to Arana and other anti-Chinese
· supporters, were creating a gap of wealth and privilege between their
entrepreneurial successes and the position of the Mexican merchants.
In a letter to Mexican president Venustiano Carranza, Chinese consul
general Francisco L. Yuen expressed concern for the welfare of the
Chinese in Sonora. Carranza warned Chinese political officials about
the clear contempt and jealousies Mexican merchants had for the
Chinese. Any efforts to secure American assistance in this matter,
according to Carranza, was "unnecessary" since the Mexican
president himself could not guarantee the safety of the Chinese from
Mexico City now residing in Sonora. 51 In the face of growing
incursions against their person and property, Chinese merchants and
farmers began to liquidate their goods and supplies at well-below
market prices beginning in September I 9 I 9. Closing this chasm of
social and cultural inequality, Arana's organization advocated not
only for the abolition of Mexican-Chinese marriages, but they also
called for the immediate expulsion of the Chinese from the state by
December 30, 1919.52

17
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Arana's campaign against the Chinese proved quite
effective, although the Chinese were able to fend off official
53
expulsion. In December alone, more than 50 Chinese left Sonora,
and over the next few months, several hundred Chinese flooded into
the southern Arizona border towns of Nogales, Naco and Douglas. 54
Cooperation among Mexican merchants and community members
coupled with legal harassment resulted in the passage of restrictive
labor legislation. The Chinese felt the pinch of Article I 06 of the
1919 labor law that stunted the productivity of their businesses.
Mandating all companies, shops, industrial and mercantile
establishments employ 80 percent Mexicans, Article I 06 effectively
dismantled all entrepreneurial ventures of the Chinese. 55 To
circumvent the law, the Chinese created mutual societies in which all
members were business partners; thus, there was no need for
employees. But Sonoran Governor Plutarco Elfas Calles quickly
amended the law and declared that collective partnerships were not
56
exempt. Over the next few months, the Chinese, despite direct
threats to their livelihood, avoided financial ruin by maintaining tightknit cooperative organizations, by appealing to Chinese and U.S.
authorities and by bribing Mexican officials. 57 Over the next five
years, the Chinese attempted to reassert themselves back into the fold
of Sonoran society. Creative and adaptive strategies predominated
among Chinese merchants, who continued to use their economic
strength to regain their social standing. After Arana's death in 1921reportedly from swallowing poison administered by the Chineseand evidence that his movement was motivated solely by extortion,
the first campaign against the Chinese cooled just one year after it
seemed they would be forced from the state. 58 The Chinese looked
auspiciously upon the 1920s as a decade to integrate themselves back
into Sonoran society. As the merchants continued to accumulate
wealth, they soon found out that entrepreneurial dominance had no
place in a country intent on shaping its post-revolutionary society
within the confines of economic nationalism.
With the Chinese moving into local manufacturing firms,
groceries and small-scale mercantilism, competition with Mexican
merchants
began to stiffen dramatically.
Ignoring small
manufacturing niches such as clothing and shoe production, the
Chinese dominated the wholesale and retail stores in Sonora by the
1920s. In 1924, Chinese-owned businesses began to intensely
18
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compete with and, at times, out-number Mexican-owned grocery and
mercantile shops throughout Sonora. In Cananea, these trends were
especially evident. While Mexican merchants owned and operated 39
dry-good stores and 10 groceries, the Chinese overshadowed their
business counterparts by controlling 49 stores and operating 3 5
groceries. In the border town of Nogales, the Chinese dominated local
commerce, owning IO more mercantile stores and 29 more groceries
than Mexicans. Francisco Chiyoc, secretary of the Nogales Fraternal
Union, confirmed that the Chinese owned nearly
the businesses in
town, especially those dealing in groceries, piece goods, notions,
household articles and tobacco. 59 Likewise, Chinese competition
continued to outpace Mexican-owned businesses, and this was
dramatically the case in Hermosillo, the capital city of Sonora.
Chinese-owned stores, especially in the sale of apparel and shoes,
surpassed Mexican-owned stores I 16 to 27. Clearly, commerce in
Sonora involved the participation of many Chinese businessmen, and
their success was quite evident to their Mexican competitors

all

Table 2. Chinese Population of Sonora by Occupation, 1924
Occupation

Number in
Occupation

Percent of
Total Employed

Merchant
Laborer
Agriculture
Shoes/tailoring
Cook
Baker
Laundry man
Hotel/restaurant
Others

1,410
652
470
137
94
76
61
45
88

46.5
21.5
15.5
4.5
3.1
2.5
2.0
1.5
2.9

Total

3,033

100.0

Source: Jacques Dambourges, "Anti-Chinese Campaigns in Sonora," 206.

With the focus of attack on Chinese-owned businesses,
Mexican merchants,
politicians
and working-class
c1t1zens
successfully created a climate of violence, intimidation and legal
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harassment of the Chinese. Rooted in the revolutionary ideology of
mestizaje and economic nationalism, organized political movements
against the Chinese resulted in their official expulsion from Sonora
on September 5, 1931. Between the tenures of Sonoran governors
Alejo Bay and Francisco Elias, the Chinese were effectively kept
from participating in Sonoran society beyond that of small proprietor
or laborer. However, what separated the attacks waged against the
Chinese by Bay and Elias from those of Arana during mid- to late
1910 was that the former campaign occurred during economic
instability and uncertainty. Weakened by a drop in American
investment, essential areas of the Sonora economy-mining,
cattle
and commercial agriculture-struggled.
Mexican frustration targeted
Chinese success in small manufacturing. Even after the revolution of
1917, Mexican development was dependent on American and
European capital investment. In Sonora, this was especially the case.
Without success, the Chinese fought vociferously against new public
health regulations and the segregation of their community, but at the
onset of the Great Depression, attacks launched against their
businesses and their families proved no match for the embattled
Chinese.
During the mid- to late 1920s, Sonorans waged their final
attack on the Chinese and severely weakened the Chinese family
structure. Although systematic attacks on Chinese businesses proved
effective during the late 191Os, restrictive marriage laws proved most
pernicious. To destabilize Chinese families even more, the tenures of
Bay and Elias worked in tandem to continue the legal assault of the
Chinese and their families. Between the administrations of Bay and
Elias, the governors socially and politically marginalized the Chinese
to the extent that their official expulsion in 1931 became an
anticlimactic affair.
Under Bay, anti-miscegenation laws were passed barring
unions between Chinese and Mexican individuals. Although aimed at
all Chinese-Mexican matrimony, Law 31 specifically prevented
Chinese men and Mexican women from marrying. 60 In reality, only
166 Chinese men married Mexican women; the vast majority (1,341)
took Chinese women as their wives.
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Table 3. Chinese Population of Sonora by Gender, Age, Marital
Status, 1924
Gender
Men
Women

3,165
174

Total

3,339

Age
to 15
15-30
31-45
46-60
60+

221
724
1,706
627
61

Marital Status
single
married to Mexican
married to Chinese
widowed
divorced

3,339

1,751
166
1,341
76
5
3,339

Source: Dambourges, "The Anti-Chinese Campaigns in Sonora," 206

Without any legal provisions to facilitate the entry of their
wives into Mexico, politicians curbed the increase of MexicanChinese families. To enforce such regulations, Sonoran lawmakers
subjected those who sanctioned such illicit unions to a maximum fine
of $500. 61 Under Elias' regime, anti-miscegenation laws intensified to
include children born to Chinese men and Mexican women. Elias
revived the 1923 marriage law and called for the "complete and
absolute dissolution" of all Chinese-Mexican marriages. Elias
encouraged his followers to initiate an active campaign to locate
Chinese men living with or married to Mexican women. Local
politicians and citizens tracked Chinese-Mexican couples, and at
62
times apprehended the head of the household. Such activity caused
enormous disruption to families and placed the children of MexicanChinese unions in jeopardy. Without the breadwinner, MexicanChinese children and Mexican women suffered tremendous hardship.
After public outcry from Chinese and Mexicans alike, Elias retreated
from his harsh stance and softened his resolve to persecute ChineseMexican families with children. Instead, he targeted Chinese63
Mexican unions that had no children.
Unrelenting, Elias continued his assault on the Chinese by
resuscitating the tactics and legislation of Arana's first campaign.
Elias revived Article 106 of the 1919 labor law that mandated all
64
businesses hire 80 percent Mexican workers. To comply with the
law, the Chinese began to employ inexpensive female labor, but soon
met up against the vengeance of Elias. In Circular 141, Elias banned
65
the employment of females from all Chinese-owned businesses.
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Inspired by the "Chinese problem" in Sonora, political officials
adopted restrictionist immigration policy that barred the long-term
settlement of Chinese and other immigrants in Mexico. 66 By the
summer of 1931, it became clear that the Chinese did not have the
financial nor political wherewithal to sustain the assaults on their
livelihoods and their families. Choosing to close their shops in a
desperate attempt to exert what little economic and political power
they had, the Chinese effort failed when Elias ordered the forced
67
liquidation of their stores on September 5, 1931.
Almost
immediately, the Sonoran economy felt the $10 million loss of
revenue produced by Chinese businesses. With the closing of the
mines, high rates of unemployment, social dislocation and an influx
of repatriated Mexicans and Mexican Americans into border towns,
the expulsion was of primary importance to Sonoran officials.
Ridding Sonora of the Chinese might have proven beneficial to the
Mexican population, had the Chinese originally brought capital from
China. Rather, they garnered substantial wealth and property during
their stay in Mexico, and when they departed so did their capital.
Reserves were withdrawn from Mexican and Arizonan banks, and as
a result of these losses, many banks were forced to permanently close
after the expulsion of the Chinese. The Chinese absence further
weakened the Sonoran infrastructure by stripping the region of a
majority of its merchants and grocers, and Mexican capital was never
able to replenish the wealth of the Chinese. Regardless of their
economic contributions in Sonora, more than 3,000 Chinese fled into
neighboring Mexican border states and southern Arizona by 1935.
Conclusion
In Sonora, the expulsion of Chinese was especially vicious
and frighteningly efficient. Sonorans may have emerged from the
anti-Chinese campaigns with a heightened sense of national identity,
but proved no more economically powerful than before the
revolution. In Sonora, the economic power of the Chinese proved too
great in a period of intense nationalism and economic adjustment by
the end of the 1920s. On the other hand, entrepreneurial success
served as a basis for acculturation of Tucson Chinese. Establishing
ethnic-based benevolent societies such as Kuomintang and the Chee
King Tong organizations and youth American clubs, secondgeneration Chinese began to shed their Mexican-ness and instead
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enthusiastically embraced an identity that was rooted in
Americanism. 68 As expulsion intensified across the border, the
construction of a Chinese Tucson identity began to take shape in
direct opposition to the flood of Sonoran Chinese entering southern
Arizona. Indeed, one of the most resounding consequences of
revolutionary nationalism was that mestizaje-the emergent Mexican
ethos-contoured Chinese life at the Arizona-Sonora borderlands.
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The Chinese first came to Nevada from California in search
of that elusive placer gold, but they found jobs in other areas as well.
Almost all of these early immigrants were born in southeastern China,
in and around the province of Guangdong. In the early 1850s, the
Mormons in Genoa hired a group of 50 Chinese to dig and maintain
irrigation ditches in the Carson Valley to promote farming and
ranching. When gold was discovered in present-day Dayton,
originally called Chinatown, some Chinese moved there. As they
headed up the mountain toward Gold Hill and the Comstock Lode,
they encountered hostility. The miners of Gold Hill met on June 11,
1859, and passed rules that prohibited the Chinese from holding a
claim in their mining district. This set a precedent for other mining
laws, but outside of the district the exclusionary clause was not
always adopted nor was it always enforced. In response, the Chinese
turned to the service industries, especially cooking, domestic service
and laundry work, as their economic niche in frontier Nevada.
The Comstock's need for wood and the region's need for
railroads opened other doors for the Chinese. In 1868, approximately
10,000 to 12,000 Chinese railroad workers provided 90 percent of the
workforce for the Central Pacific Railroad. When they entered

Tucson Citizen, April 20, 1930; February 22, 1935.
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Carson City's Chinatown
By Sue Fawn Chung
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Nevada, only about 5,000 continued to build the line across the state.
The others found work in western Nevada, returned to California or
built railroads in other locations. Chinese railroad workers started on
the Virginia and Truckee in 1869. They also built short lines and
narrow-gauge railroads within the state and maintained many rail
lines. Between 1870 and 1880, the Chinese dominated the lumber
industry's workforce in the Sierra Nevada range; the center of the
industry was in Carson City. Lumber was cut in the Sierra Nevada
and delivered by wagon, flume or train to Carson City, where it was
then sent to the Comstock, whose mines and mills had to close down
in 1869 due to a lumber shortage. Wood kept the Comstock going,
and when it declined, the lumber was sent to other parts of the United
States as well as across the Pacific Ocean to China, where new treaty
port cities were under construction or expanding.
Carson City's Chinatown became a commercial hub linking
merchandise, workers and information between California and other
Chinatowns in the region. It enjoyed its greatest period of wealth and
influence in the 1870s and 1880s. Census records from that time
period are highly unreliable, but at their height in 1880, it is estimated
that almost 1,000 Chinese resided in the Carson City area. They
represented one out of every six residents, most of whom were
foreign-born like themselves. They worked in more than 61 different
occupations, including physician, pharmacist, merchant, tailor,
shoemaker, watchmaker, mason (who helped in the construction of
the Mint), painter, butcher, gardener, barber, farmer, cowboy, herder,
wood chopper, jeweler, miller, school teacher, teamster and gambler.
Because of the 1882 Chinese Exclusion Acts and its amendments and
extensions, the Chinese population in Ormsby County dropped to
around 700 in 1890, and declined rapidly thereafter. By 1920,
according to the census manuscript figures, only 86 Chinese lived in
Carson City. The Chinese population in the state did not increase
until the 1970s, when new immigration laws allowed Chinese from
all over China to immigrate, thus changing the character of the
Chinatowns.
Based on tax records, there were several stores, homes and
boarding houses as well as restaurants and laundries in Chinatown. In
the late 19th century, the most prosperous general merchandising
store was Quong Hing and Company, established in the late 1860s on
32
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3rd Street and renamed Nam Wah [various spellings] in the early
1900s at 503 3rd Street due to a change in management. Quong Hing
sold general merchandise to the Chinese in the area and to EuropeanAmerican companies including the Carson Tahoe Flume and Lumber
Company. Quong Hing also shipped goods to other, smaller Chineseowned stores in the region. The company acted as a labor contractor
for the railroads (including the Virginia and Truckee and Carson and
Colorado) and lumber industry (including the Carson Tahoe Flume
and Lumber Company). In 1899, Quong Hing paid the largest tax
among Chinese businesses.
The most colorful manager was Yee Non Chong [Yee is his
family name], who was better known around town as Sam Gibson.
(Many Chinese who interacted with the larger community had
Americanized names.) His wife owned two boarding houses that gave
shelter to many of the Chinese workers. His three children, two girls
and a boy, were born in Carson City. His children were allowed to
attend the local public school because in 1871 Dr. Ah Kee, one of the
local Chinese physicians, had established the right of Chinese
children to attend public school. Dr. Ah Kee owned several buildings
in the area of East 2nd and 3rd between Carson and Valley, while
Sam Gibson and his wife owned buildings in the area of East 3rd and
4th between Carson and Valley. Sam Gibson was a friend of Duane
L. Bliss and probably knew other notables like Herny Yerington as
well. When he left Carson City because of the growing anti-Chinese
sentiment in 1885 and 1886, he took his wife, son and one daughter
back to Guangdong; when Bliss visited Guangdong, they renewed
their friendship. Sam Gibson's oldest daughter, Ah Cum (1876-1929),
was left behind because she was staying with another Chinese family
in Bodie. She eventually married one of Sam Gibson's friends, Chung
Kee, a merchant and labor contractor in Hawthorne, Nevada. Ah
Cum's brother, King Yee (b. 1879), returned to Carson City to work
at Quong Hing and Company, but in the early 20th century, he moved
to one of their branch firms in Texas, where he lived until his death.
Ah Cum had seven children and eventually settled in Reno, but ill
health forced her to move to Oakland to live with her youngest son.
Today, one of Ah Cum's grandsons, Frank Kee, and his wife reside in
Carson City.
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In addition to Chinese-owned stores, Chinese laundries
could be found throughout Western towns, and Carson City was no
exception. A few Chinese laundrymen probably went into the
business because they had been cloth makers in China, but when
China lost the Opium War to Britain and it became cheaper to import
British-made cloth than to buy local fabrics, many cloth makers had
to find other occupations. As a result, some Chinese laundries were
noted for the quality of their work. Many frontiersmen were not
interested in washing their own clothes, so laundries became
important in every town. Chinese laundries also had another draw:
The game keno, as it is known today, was played in many Chinese
laundries, and soon attracted numerous European-American
customers. In 1892, a Carson City woman who bet 55 cents took
home $900 and the local newspaper reported the win, resulting in
even more customers participating in the game.
The restaurant business was also a successful endeavor for
the Chinese. In China, the southern Chinese were famous for their
cooking skills because of their use of a variety of ingredients and
spices. Most Chinese restaurants served American cuisine but a few
served a combination of American and Chinese dishes. EuropeanAmericans often supplied the fresh meats and other products and
Chinese gardeners [farmers] provided fresh fruits and vegetables
whenever possible. In Nevada, many Chinese restaurants catered to
single males and railroad workers in the late 19th century. Sometimes
the restaurants received a subsidy from the railroad companies to
keep their doors open 24 hours in order to feed the railroad crews and
passengers. It was because of these subsidies that Chinese restaurants
often were located near railroad lines. As in many other towns, a
Carson City Chinese restaurant also supplied food to the local jail.
Even today, Chinese restaurants retain their popularity among the
locals.
Chinese relations with Native Americans were also positive.
In the 191Os and 1920s, the Chow Sing Huey family [real family
name Chow, but immigration officials list their last name as Huey]
resided in Carson City and owned a steam laundry. Mrs. Huey, who
had at least five children, served as a midwife to both the Chinese and
Washoe residents, and as a result, she and her children were fluent in
the Washoe dialect. Even in her 90s, one of the Huey girls, Hazel
34
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Huey Lee, could still speak both Washoe and Cantonese. When
Carson City's economy declined in the 1930s, Chow Sing Huey
moved his family to California.
In 1935, a devastating fire swept through Carson City's
Chinatown, which contributed significantly to another exodus of
Chinese. By 1937, the Chinese population of Carson City had
dropped to 13 and the five blocks of Chinatown that remained were
practically deserted. The 3rd and Fall Streets water wheel, which had
provided the community with water, no longer functioned. Yee Tong
Wing, 78, who had served as a cook to Nevada Governor John H.
Kinkead ( 1879-1882), was among the few Chinese left.
Around 1938, Thomas W. Chinn, a founder of the Chinese
Historical Society of America in San Francisco, visited Chinatown
and found only two rows of dilapidated wooden buildings, most of
which had been abandoned. The two-story Zhigongtang [Chinese
Free Masons] building on 4th Street was in disrepair and had been
repossesse,by the city because of unpaid taxes. Chinn interviewed
Zhigongtang [Joss House] caretaker Wong Toy, a laborer who had
immigrated in 1882, and Yee Bong (b. 1860, immigrated 1877), the
Zhigongtang's cook whose wife had recently died and whose family
had moved away. Yee Bong's restaurant had been a main attraction in
Chinatown in the I 920s. Chinn also visited the Chinese cemetery on
Roop, across from the city's main cemetery, where he found 20 grave
markers of Hakka-speaking [a minority group] Chinese. When Chinn
returned in 1941, he met only with Wong Toy and Mrs. Lau Kau On,
a 90-year-old woman who had once been a prostitute in Virginia City.
Beyond these two survivors and a few ruined buildings, nothing
remained of Carson City's Chinatown. Another fire in 1950 destroyed
most of the remaining buildings in Chinatown. Today, the Supreme
Court legislative parking garage, state printing and employment,
training and rehabilitation buildings and a parking lot cover most of
Carson City's old Chinatown.
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him and said, 'Why don't you go over to Auburn and get some

The First Contribution, The Last Spike
By William F. Chew
William F. Chew is a volunteer historical researcher for the Golden Spike
National Historical Site and member of the Chinese Historical Society of
Southern California. This essay is an abstract from his new book Nameless
Buildersof the Tra11sco11ti11e11tal
&ilroarl.

New and startling historical data has been found after five
years of researching the payroll records of the Central Pacific
Railroad Company. These records were archived in the basement of
the California State Railroad Museum in Sacramento, California. This
research reveals data conflicting with generally accepted information
of the most popular books and articles about Chinese railroad
workers, whose labor built the western route of the Transcontinental
Railroad. Three basic issues have, from time to time, raised more
questions, which I hope to answer with my findings.
I. Who were the first Chinese employed? When did they
work?
2. Where did the Chinese start building the railroads? What
were their major accomplishments?
3. What was the peak number of Chinese employment?
4. How many Chinese sacrificed their lives building this
railroad?

Chinamen and put them to work?"'

2

Central Pacific payroll sheets #26 and #34, dated January
and February 1864, are the first documents to record Chinese railroad
workers. Hung Wah and Ah Toy were part of a crew of 20. Ah Toy
was paid as foreman at this time; however, Hung Wah later started
a
3
labor contracting business known as the Hung Wah Company.
These men worked for Division 2, Sections 30 and 31. Ah
Toy, foreman, collected pay for 24 man-days, while Hung Wah
collected pay for 587 man-days, which I calculated to equal 23 men
working an average of 26 days per month. My number of 23 men first
employed by the Central Pacific supports Stephen Ambrose's
number, though it is not clear how he arrived at this number.
·
In April 1864, payroll record #43 again confirms continued
Chi~se employment, because Hung Wah was paid for 130 man-days
of labor working for Division 4, Section 34. These entries, made by a
Central Pacific paymaster, are clear and conclusive evidence that the
Chinese started to work for the railroad in January 1864, not in the
spring of 1865 as has been widely written.
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Stephen Ambrose writes in his book Nothing Like It In The
World: "In February (1865), a month after Strobridge's all but
fruitless call for labor, Charlie Crocker had met with him and raised
the question of hiring Chinese. He said some 20 of them had worked,
and worked well, on the Dutch Flat and Donner Lake Wagon Road." 1
In the chapter "1865" in Wesley Griswold's Work of Giants, he
writes: "Before Strobridge could explode, Crocker quickly turned to
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A year after breaking ground at present-day Old Town in
Sacramento in January 1863, railroad construction progress was
stymied because of financial problems and lack of manpower.
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Payroll sheet # 102 for March 1865 reflects the beginning of
the increased hiring of Chinese, recording 13 gang bosses (assuming
10 of them were included among the original 24 laborers under
foremen Ah Toy and Hung Wah in January/February 1864). These 10
men are Ah You, Ah Chung, Ah Wah, Ah Tou, Ah Ming, Gee Tong,
Ah Jim, Ah Sing, Ah Low and Ah Hing. These same 10 men were
also found listed in the 1870 census for the Dutch Flat/Auburn area. 4
Had the census been taken before 1870, perhaps a higher number of
names listed in the census would have correlated with a larger
percentage of names from the payroll records. I believe these men are
the first 20 Chinese workers of the Central Pacific Railroad
Company, whose work ethics and tenacity dissipated Strobridge's
doubts about their physical ability and enabled the subsequent
employment of thousands of Chinese men.
Not all Chinese workers were "coolies" [a Hindu word for
persons who do unskilled work, earning $ I a day]. The payroll sheets
list 16 different trades, some of which were foremen,. teamsters and
blacksmiths. Other, less-skilled occupations were cook, chopper and
hostler. Earnings for blacksmiths Ah Gee, Ah Giu, Ah Yin, Ah Ham
and Ah Yeu were $1.34 per day. Foremen were paid $1.19 per day.
Those men drilling tunnels or loading black powder were paid an
extra bonus of $1.25 per month. Labor contracting companies Loung
Wing Company, Cineway Company and the Hop Sing Hong
Company were paid an extra $2.50 per month.
The Chinese were charged $1.50 for the use of a shovel,
$2.50 for a pick and $5 a day for a handcart. The labor contractors
were deducted $15 per month for the use and maintenance of a horse
and cart. Many laborers were paying a contractor for their passageplus interest-from
China. They often paid an herbalist for his
maintenance of their well-being, and the headman for providing food
and collecting their wages. They paid for their tools and lodging, and
would have done well to have $15 to $20 leftover each month to send
home to their families in China.
Some men gambled their money or bought opium, adding
guilt to their physical pain for having squandered the money that was
to be sent home. Many men returned to China to new wealth from the
money they earned and their families saved. Many remained in the

United States, starting businesses and families whose American
descendants continue to uphold their ancestors' work ethics to this
day, contributing to America by becoming doctors, lawyers,
engineers, scientists, artists, athletes, educators, politicians,
entertainers and businessmen.
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Water carrier at Tunnel No.8
Courtesy of California State Railroad Museum.

Where did the Chinese start building the railroads? What
were their major accomplishments?
There are four major bodies of work attributed to the
Chinese railroad workers. They are Bloomer Cut, Cape Hom, the 13
tunnels through the Sierra Nevada Mountains, and the all-time record
of laying 10 miles of track in one day at Rozel, Utah.
There has been a long-standing debate about which ethnic
group dug Bloomer Cut, a trapezoid cut measuring 63 feet deep by
800 feet long. In the spring of 1864, Central Pacific Railroad
Company workers had graded and laid 18 miles of track, with its
railhead at a place called Junction [present-day Roseville]. However,
many of the white workers abandoned the work site when they faced
the first major challenge: Bloomer Cut.
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David Bain writes in his book Empire Express: "There was a
very heavy cut there, and we had employed white laborers at that time
to work on it. We, at that time, thought that only heavy things could
be done by white labor, but there were some Chinamen near by. This
gentleman spoke to one of these laborers. Asked him what wages
they were receiving. I think we were paying $35 a month and board
to white laborers and $30 a month to Chinamen and they boarded
themselves. " 5
It appears that the non-Chinese did the initial digging of
Bloomer Cut, with the Chinese doing loading, hauling and dumping
at that time. The most compelling fact is the record of April 1864,
which stated that the Chinese were working Section 34, which was
four miles before Bloomer Cut. Payroll record #102 from 1865 shows
the beginning of the mass hiring of 730 Chinese in March and 1,358
in April. It took one year to complete grading and tracking Bloomer
Cut by the spring of 1865.

The Central Pacific payroll records show Chinese working
in the vicinity of Bloomer Cut. They established themselves as
diminutive giants whose work ethics and tenacity propelled them to
overcome every seemingly insurmountable obstacle, endearing
themselves to a grateful Superintendent Strobridge and a vindicated
Crocker, by becoming his "pets," as Strobridge derisively called
Chinese railroad workers.
Probably the most publicized task the Chinese accomplished
was the building of 13 tunnels through solid granite. The workers
toiled three shifts around the clock to complete this daunting task.
The most difficult was Summit Tunnel #6: 1,659 feet long, 26 feet
wide and 124 feet below the surface.
On April 28, 1868, the Central Pacific handpicked a crew of
Irish and Chinese workers, who set a record for laying 10 miles of
track in one day at Rozel, Utah. The Chinese graded and drove
28, 160 spikes to accomplish this achievement.

What was the peak number of Chinese employment?

I'<

Chinese workers numbering I 0,000 to 15,000 have been
reported as the peak amount employed by the Central Pacific. George
Kraus states in his book High Road To Promontory, "The work force
at work on the road probably averaged from six to ten thousand, ninetenths of them being Chinese." 6 There were payroll sheets for only
three months in 1864, three months in 1865, a full year for 1866, and
one month for 1867, totaling I 9 months available and 29 months
missing from January 1864 to December 1867. We know the peak
year of employment to be 1866 because of the completion of the
hardest grading from Colfax, around Cape Hom, to the summit and
the blasting of 13 tunnels. April 1866 records the highest total
monthly employment at 6, 190 men.
In June 1866, the Hung Wah Company was the largest labor
contractor, supervising 506 men who likely worked three shifts
around the clock. Other major labor contractors included the Ah Sam
Company, with 405 men working three shifts. Hung Wah-the gang
boss, not the company-had the distinction of supervising the largest
crew of 629 men. The labor contractors employing the smallest crews
were the Ah James, Ah Moon and Ah Jack companies, that each
provided three men. The smallest crew gang bosses were Ah Chick
and Ah Get with a crew of two men each.
The calculation for determining the total number of Chinese
employed from 1864 to 1867 came from a database of 1,570 names
that were alphabetically sorted to delete duplicates, reducing the total
number of names to 972. Further subtracting the non-crew laborers of
cooks, waiters, drivers, blacksmiths, stewards and water boys brought
the number of names down to 816. These were the gang bosses and
labor contractors who had crews. Multiplying the 816 leaders by the
calculated average crew size of 28 men, then adding back the 156
other workers initially subtracted, gives us a grand total of 23,004
workers.
The rounded total of 23,000 Chinese workers is considered
to be a minimum but is much larger than the previously published
total of 10,000 Chinese workers at peak employment, especially when
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remembering that 29 months of payroll records from 1864 through
1867 are missing.

How mally Chillese sacrificed their lives buildillg this
railroad?
Neither the Central Pacific Railroad Company nor local,
state or federal government officials recorded the number of Chinese
fatalities resulting from building this railroad. Thus, no one knows the
exact number of deaths among Chinese workers, though some
estimate the total to be 2,000. These fatalities were caused from
blasting, avalanches, accidents, landslides, freezing and pneumonia.
There were no deaths caused by sun or heat stroke, because of the
straw hats worn by the workers. Nor were there any deaths from
dysentery because, unlike the white workers, the Chinese drank tea
from boiled water taken from snow or streams.
Through my research of many published sources, I can
account for I 07 individual deaths. However, the June 30, 1870, issue
of the Sacramento Reporter with the headline "Bones in Transit"
reported, "The accumulated bones of perhaps 12,000 Chinamen came
in by the eastern train yesterday from along the line of the Central
Pacific Railroad. The lot comprises about 20,000 pounds. Nearly all
of them are the remains of employees of the company, who were
engaged in building the road. The religious customs of the Celestial
Empire require that, wherever possible, the bones of its subjects shall
be interred upon its own soil, and the strictness with which this
custom is observed is something remarkable." 7

The Transcontinental Railroad was completed on May I 0,
1869. There were celebrations in Washington, D.C., Omaha, San
Francisco, Chicago and New York. The grandest of these was in
Sacramento, but the most historical was at the actual site of
Promontory Summit, Utah. After the "Marriage of the Rails"
celebration with the Central Pacific and the Union Pacific, dignitaries
drove in the "Golden Spike." But after the crowd dispersed, the
Chinese removed the gold and silver spikes, along with the Laurel
railroad tie, and laid the last tie and drove the last spike!
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The death toll of the Chinese who gave their lives building
this railroad is the largest among many public and private projects. A
comparison was made with the Panama Canal, Hoover Darn, Golden
Gate Bridge, Empire State Building, Moffet Tunnel and Mount
Rushmore. Of these, the largest number of fatalities occurred during
the building of the Hoover Darn, with a reported 112. The ultimate
sacrifice of the Chinese workers merits a pause and our
acknowledgement. Even though there is a wide gap in time and
technology between these projects, no other project came close to the
staggering number of Chinese deaths. Did the public really care, or
were these men expendable?
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"Cantonese Ham": Keye Luke
Transcribed by Susie Ling
Susie Ling is currently on the Board of the Chinese Historical Society of Southern
California. She teaches ;\sian ,\merican Studies at Pasadena City College.

'

Early Childhood in Toisan and Seattle

My parents are from Toisan, China, in the Village of Happy
or Peaceful People. My father, Lee Luke, came in the late 1800s to
San Francisco. He was in the importing and exporting business. He
went back to be married. And I was born in China on June 18, 1904.
According to the Chinese calendar, I was born on the day of the
Dragon Festival. In 1907, Father came back and brought Mother,
Deng Shiu, and I to Seattle, Washington. My mother was from a
scholar's family and she had the traditional bound feet. From my
understanding, the Luke ancestor was a commander from the north
who was sent down to unruly Canton. My ancestor had very
persuasive speech and converted the Southerners to accept Chinese
rule without using force. He was naturally rewarded by the
government and decided to stay. Our clan also has a branch in
Hawaii.
Father moved his business to Seattle and was partner with a
very well-known businessman, Mak Tin Suey. Mak Tin Suey was a
colorful figure, dressed very stylishly and spoke English very well.
My father also spoke very good English; he learned from
missionaries and Sunday school. Together, they had a store in Seattle
with the usual Oriental things: inexpensive objects d'art, porcelain,
household utensils, furniture, etc. He stayed in that business for years.

Actor Keye Luke in the stage play of "The Flower Drum Song" with Michelle
and Michael Wong in 1985. Courtesy of Icy Smith

Born in China in 1904, Keye Luke was an extraordinary Hollywood
pioneer. Over the course of jive decades, Keye Luke appeared in more than
I 00 films and dozens of television shows. He is best known as Number One
Son in the Charlie Chan series of the 1930s and as Master Po in the Kung Fu
series of the 1970s. An artist by training, Luke was articulate and well
learned. He died in l 99 ! in Whittier, California, but his images on film
remain a testimonial to his career. Keye liked to refer to himself as the
"Cantonese Ham. "
On February 23 and March 7, 1979, Jean Wong of the Chinese
Historical Society of Southern California Oral History Project interviewed
actor Keye Luke in Hollywood, California. The tapes were recently
transcribed and edited by Susie Ling.
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By 1912, he had three boys and one daughter. He took us all
back to China for a year and a half. We visited Canton, Hong Kong
and our ancestral village. Some of the my most vivid recollections
were in the village where I participated in the rice harvest, brought
water from the well, gathered firewood, sat up with guards to watch
for brigands roaming around in those days. I remember the flavor of
the fruits in China: the mango, the bananas, the lychees, the dragon
eyes. I remember sitting in the bamboo groves, watching the white
heron,s flying out of them. I remember the rides on the steamers as we
went down to Canton and the smell of the banana groves along the
river. I have vivid memories of our father taking us to see Chinese
opera. I guess we went back because Father heard the call of the
Fatherland. 1t was something he felt he should do. I remember the
kids would call us "Gum Saan Haak," tourists from the United States.
They would laugh at our shoes, our knickers. We returned just before
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the first European war. They cautioned us about German submarines
as we crossed the Pacific.
We came back to the United States but we started to move
around. We moved to Battle Creek, Michigan, and I went to Number
One Public School there near the Kellogg plant. I think I had an uncle
there with a big restaurant. Then we all moved to Chicago with
another relative with another restaurant. We did return to Seattle to
settle down. Father opened another import/export store around 1915
or 1916.
I went to grammar school in Pacific Island School and to
Franklin High School in Seattle. I was a member of the Seattle Art
Club and got some very good instruction there. When I was about 17,
I wanted to get a job as Western Union delivery boy. But they
wouldn't hire me because of my race. That kind of stuff doesn't
rankle me. If that door doesn't open, I'll try another one. The next
time I started out, I had my artwork, which led to instantaneous
acceptan~e.
I wanted to go to New York to study art before moving to
Paris. It was the dream of all young artists, but I never got there.
Instead, I went to the University of Washington as an architecture
student. My father said that painters are all starving to death, so I
should turn my art to something practical like architecture. 1 went
along with that. But my father died and I had to drop out.
My father died in 1923, around the age of 47. I was I 9. One
of the regrettable things in my life is that I didn't really get to know
my father. He was busy and I was busy with schoolwork and a circle
of friends. When we ate at home, my father was at the store.
As the eldest son in a Chinese family, I had to take over
control of the family. I remember the elders even had a meeting about
us. They decided that Keye and Eugene, the oldest boys, would stay
in America and work. But my mother and the daughters and the
youngest boy would be sent back to the ancestral village. I said to
them, "No. No one is going back to China." As I was the oldest, the
elders bowed to my decision and judgment. We stayed. We helped
each other and it turned out beautifully.
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Fine Artist
I went around looking for work with my portfolio. I
wounded up in the Columbia Theater on Second Avenue, which was
owned by Universal Studios. I happened to meet the advertising
manager visiting from Hollywood and he didn't have any artwork for
the new movie. He had just returned from China and we hit it off
right away. He had a small circus photograph of Madge Bellamy,
who was a big star. He wanted me to put her head on a figure sitting
on top of a big elephant. He liked what I drew. He said, "Well, this is
done to the queen's taste." I didn't know it then, but from that
moment on, I was in the entertainment business.
I did artwork for Columbia Theater and then Paramount
Theater, the biggest theater in Seattle on Fifth Avenue. Our proud
advertising slogan was, "We had an acre of seats in the palace of
splendor." Eventually, I came down to Hollywood in I 927. I found
work drawing for the Sears Roebuck catalog. Then I got a call from
Seattle to do some Chinese murals for a dining room in one of the big
department stores. I painted six panels of scenes from Chinese
mythology. I came back here to work for Grauman's Chinese Theater
in 1929. The thought was that as it was a Chinese theater, they should
have a Chinese artist. Fox West Coast Theaters controlled the whole
chain. From 1929 to 1931, I was doing the advertising artwork for the
Charlie Chan movies and other pictures for Fox. I met everybody. I
would pose stars for publicity pictures; do layout portraits, newspaper
and billboard campaigns; and giveaway programs.
I moved to RKO Studio for the simple reason that they
offered me more money. I had hoped to be transferred to the RKO art
department in New York. My big dream was still to study at New
York's Art Students League. Well, I never got there. Because they
made an actor out of me.

1934-1991: In Front of the Cameras
I did a lot of artwork for the first Fred Astaire movie, Flying
Down to Rio (I 933). The producer, Lou Brock, said to me, "Keye,
I'm going to make another Fred and Ginger movie with a Chinese
background. I'm going to call it Ho for Shanghai (Ho for China). I'm
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going to use Anna May Wong and I want you as her love interest." I
protested and said, "Look, I'm an artist, not an actor." He said, "It's
all right. You know the business inside out. I'll put you through a
couple of shots and give you some experience." Meanwhile, my
publicity friends, who were big syndicate writers for the newspapers,
played it up with "Chinese Artist Now Turning Actor." They gave
me marvelous publicity. So I kind of got pushed into all of it. That's
the way it goes. It went from one thing to another. The movie was
never made; the producer got fired. But it launched me as an actor.
Then my former boss from Fox called me; he had gone on to
MGM. I brought my portfolio to him but he said, "What are you
doing with that thing! Here's a script for Painted Veil with Greta
Garbo. Go to page 35 and see how you like the part of the young
Chinese assistant to Herbert Marshall, the doctor." I liked it and he
took me down to the casting department. Of course, I knew everyone
and they knew me. He left me in the reception area and went into the
office. But he was a circus barker once and his voice really carried.
He said, "Out of China's four millions, I give you China's greatest
actor." He left by another door. I came in and they were all laughing.
They gave me a test and I got the part. I was fully launched as an
actor.
Next, Gabe York of Fox Hills said, "I understand you are
turning into a Cantonese ham. Let me see what I can do about it." He
took me down to the casting director on the Western and Sunset lot.
They were looking for the Number One Son for the Charlie Chan
picture. He said I looked perfect for the part. He called Philip
MacDonald, the author. I knew him because I had done artwork for
him at RKO. He says, "Gad[?], I'm glad we have you in tow for this
part. I'll write a fat part for you." And he did. After the preview, the
producer walked up to me and said, "How would you like to go under
contract for a Charlie Chan series." I was under contract now for one
of the biggest moneymaking series in Hollywood history. That is how
I got in. This was in 1935. I was launched in my motion picture
career. Keye Luke played Lee Chan in 10 Charlie Chan movies
between 1935 and 1938.
When I was under contract with Fox, they loaned me out to
do The Good Earth ( 1937) to play the elder son. That was a big role,
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too. I was probably one of the first Orientals to enter mainstream
entertainment industry. I was a publicity artist. The other person I
knew in the studios was James Wong Howe, who subsequently
became a great cameraman. Anna May Wong was mainly in England
after her first start in Hollywood. There may have been one or two
other Oriental technicians, but I don't remember. A little later, Tyrus
Wong was a scene artist. Jimmy and I would have dinner once in a
while. We knew each other over 30 years.
I left Fox when Warner Oland died [in Stockholm in 1938]. I
freelanced for about five years. I made good pictures, ordinary
pictures, big parts, little parts. I did it all; my Universal included
Secret Agent X-9 (1945), lost City of the Jungle (1946), Terry and
the Pirates (1952-53), Green Hornet (1939), Green Hornet Strikes
Again (1940) and so forth.
I went back under contract with MGM Studios during the
war; that's the secret dream of all actors. There are more stars at
MGM than in the heavens. I did some Dr. Gillespie and some Andy
Hardy pictures.
Since I was born in China, I was not a U.S. citizen. When
Franklin Roosevelt made the announcement that Chinese could now
be naturalized, I went down and signed up. I would have been the
first Chinese to be naturalized had it not been for the fact that I had to
work the same day I was suppose to appear in court. So a Chinese
doctor from New York beat me out of it. Walter Winchell carried
this on his radio program: "Charlie Chan's Number One Son, Keye
Luke, just missed being the first Chinese-American naturalized
citizen. He had to shoot on the set and couldn't get away."
During the war, Mr. Sidney of MGM studios wanted me to
go on a "bond tour" to raise money for the Victory bonds. He wanted
to get an all-Chinese orchestra and have me lead with some pop
songs. But they couldn't get enough Chinese together, as many were
working in the Army or in the shipyard industry. So I went on tour by
myself. I did a Charlie Chan murder mystery skit in which I
impersonated all the different voices of the detectives. I'd written the
story myself. Since I never got to solve the case in the Chan pictures,
I was going to solve the case in this skit I wrote myself. I sang some
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songs like "Night and Day, "Old Man River" and a Chinese lullaby. I
also did the Gettysburg Address with light effects and all. It was lots
of corn but they all loved it. I toured all over the country from 1945 to
1950. I played different Fox, RKO, United Artist and Paramount
chains. I even played some nightclubs and the American Legion and
Knights of Columbus conventions. I'd come back to Hollywood to do
pictures when they needed me. It was a great experience to work in
live theater. We had big crowds. It was very, very successful.
As a byproduct of these tours, I managed to go to all the art
museums in the big cities. I never gave up my artistic interests. I was
able to see all the Chinese art collections-paintings,
bronze, jades. It
was a marvelous education.
The tours came to an end in 1950 and I came back. It was
really sad because many of the theaters I had played were starting to
board up because of this little thing called "television." A lot of the
theaters became bowling alleys and supermarkets. I did one of the
first live television shows, Mysteries of Chinatown on ABC Network
(1949-1950). There was a beautiful heroine played by Gloria
[Sanders as Ah Toy] who looked Chinese, and I was her brother and
we fought evil forces in Chinatown. It was very popular. So I started
to do more and more TV. This was the early years when all the
techniques hadn't all been perfected yet. Props would be out of place,
gunshots would go off at the wrong time ... it was fun. I started to do
more and more television including a series called The Adventures of
China Smith with Dan Duryea (1954). I was the buddy and together
we roamed through different villages. I did some original Gunsmoke,
Follow the Sun, Track Down guest shots with Jimmy Durante, Jerry
Lewis and Bob Hope ... 1 can't even name all the parts. I was kept
fairly busy but waiting for something big to come along.
In 1954, I had the fortune to do a movie with Wendell Corey
and Evelyn Keyes called Hell's Half Acre on Hawaii's Waikiki
Beach. Then I got a chance to go to England. The film was called
Battle Hell in the U.S., or The Amethyst Incident. The Amethyst was
a frigate that the communists seized near Shanghai. Akim Tamiroff
and I played the two communists who held the ship prisoners and
dictated terms. It was a very interesting part and a fantastic trip to
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England, where l had access to all these museums. I saw all these
Shakespearean plays. Upon return, I resumed my work in Hollywood.
In 1958, l got a call from Gene Kelly to read for a part in
Flower Drum Song as Sammy Fong. Gene called back and wanted
me to play the part of the father instead. He said, "l want to keep an
all-Oriental cast as much as possible instead of using makeup on a
Caucasian man to look Chinese." They didn't have older Chinese
with talent. They had mentioned using Edward G. Robinson that had
played Chinese parts, Burgess Meredith that had played Japanese
parts, David Wayne who had played Oriental parts ... So they called
me and had Bill Tuttle, the great make-up man, use latex rubber to
create skullcaps and mustaches to find the look for me. l was in line
at DMY when 1 got the call from Rodgers and Hammerstein. They
wanted me in New York right away for the audition.
The makeup took about two and a half hours! They wanted
me to speak English with a little pidgin or Chinese accent. So I came
out in character, and said "Must make small spee_chbefore audition.
Privileged and honored to perform for such distinguished, eminent
and honorable gentlemen of the musical theater. And very rich too."
They laughed. After the song, Gene said, "Do you want to hear
another song?" I was anxiously waiting. Dick [Rodgers] said, "No,
you don't have to sing another song. Everything I want is already
there." That was my moment. So I said, "Most gratified and most
appreciative. Please, can I now change Oriental into street clothes and
go to Yankee Stadium to see Yankee play baseball?" They said, "Get
out of here!" and laughed. It was a great company. When you worked
for Rodgers and Hammerstein, you worked for the best. It was a
liberal education for me; I went back to school again. They never let a
single detail go by. They were there every day from 8 in the morning
to 11 p.m. They never missed a thing; they were so disciplined. It was
a wonderful cast. We opened our trials in Boston at the Schubert
Theater. After Pat Suzuki sang, "I Enjoy Being a Girl," the house
collapsed. We had a hit. We would come to New York with $1.8
million in advance sales. I never missed a show. I never took
vacation; it was too marvelous .
We ended in Cleveland in 1961 and l resumed pictures and
television. I got lucky and did a television series with Yul Bryner and
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Samantha Eggar called Anna and the King (1972). Then I did the
voice of Charlie Chan for Hanna-Barbera animation. I did Kung Fu,
which ran for three years. I played Master Po, the old wise Chinese
monk who was blind but saw with the inner eye. I was given all these
marvelous Chinese things to say from the ancient philosophers. You
had to do them justice, as these were the words of the old sages, but
they had a message for people today. When we made the Kung Fu
pilot, we knew we had a good action picture but we didn't know
whether they would like the Chinese philosophy. In Hollywood, the
old saying is: "If you want to send a message, use Western Union."
But we had a message. They loved it and they ate it up. The times
were favorable because of the revulsion against the Vietnam War and
the theme of non-violence was central to our show. Our theme was
about the triumph of patience and forbearance over violence and
aggressiveness. That was a memorable series.
Since that time, I've been doing more movies. I just finished
a picture with George Bums, Just You and Me, Kid (1979). I also did
an interesting segment on How the West Was Won with James Ames
in an episode called "China Girl." It was like a Chinese Roots; it
concerns the story of a Chinese family who came to California during
the gold strike. And I did a very interesting episode of Meeting of the
Minds with Steve Allen for public television. I played the part of Dr.
Sun Yat-sen, founder of the Chinese Republic, and sat on the same
panel with Elizabeth Barrett Browning, Niccolo Machiavelli and
Aristotle. All this time, I'm also doing 85 episodes of a cartoon called
Battle of the Planets, a space wars type of thing. I'm the villain but
they always catch up with me in the last minute or so [laughs].
Commenting on Hollywood

I've always played Oriental parts, but I'm typecast mostly as
good guys. I've only played two or three parts since 1934 where I
wasn't such a good image. I played a communist officer of a
concentration camp where he treated the prisoners roughly. Then I
played a Japanese spy with Humphrey Bogart. Everything else I've
done, I'm the good guy as a businessman, doctor, diplomat or an
average Joe. So I've been very lucky that way. During the war, many
studios wanted me to be loaned out to play Japanese villains. But my
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studio woµldn't let me go; they didn't want to ruin my image. So I
didn't play many of those fat villain roles during the war.
In general, they had these cliches for Chinese since the early
days. They were objects of mystery; evil, shadows and hatchets flying
around... That only lasted to a certain point. The image of the
Chinese and the Oriental shifted and improved. The writers and
producers didn't want to use those old stereotypes. I'm speaking from
actual experiences; that's what the producers said. They wanted the
Chinese as human beings. It was a very enlightened attitude. One of
the first breakthroughs came with the Charlie Chan pictures. For the
first time, the Oriental was the hero. Chan was absolutely unbeatable;
nobody out foxed him. He was smarter than anybody and always
solved the case. And he did so with tremendous dignity, courage,
graciousness, and wisdom. He let drop all these proverbs and the
public was just delighted with that character. It became one of the
biggest moneymaking and longest-running series of all times out here
in Hollywood. When I stepped into the series as the completely
Americanized Chinese boy, it was a delightful contrast. I was always
full of energy and jumping at conclusions. Father's always holding
me down. I'd come in with a clue and he'd say, "So sorry, Number
One Son, like last rose of summer, bloom too late. Case solved." It
was a very popular team and helped the Chan stories a great deal.
Before the war, there were only a handful of Chinese and
Asian actors. There were Richard Loo, Victor Sen Yung, Benson
Fong, Philip Ahn, Teru Shimada, Jimmy Shigeta, Nancy Kwan and
Anna May Wong. There may be two or three others who had stature
in Hollywood. But the fact remains that the Asian talent pool is much
larger today than it was before.
These things are slow to change, unless an impetus comes
along and forces a quick modification. We won't be deluged with
great parts overnight, but fine parts are more and more possible. I'm
very optimistic.
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